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THE RIETlIOD OF AIORIENTS RATIO ESTIRIATOR 
FOR 'Ti I E  'I AIL SHAPE PARAT\IETER 
Jon Danielsson 
Casper G ,  de Vries 
,-. 1 mbergen Institute and Erasmus University Rotterdam 
Oost~arrs!aan 950, 3063 D'Ni Rotterdam, Thz Xctherl~nds 
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ABSTRACT 
The so-called Hill estimator for the shape parameter of the tail distribution is 
known to be downwarciiy biased. The TIill cstiiiatoi is a moment cstirmtor, based 
on  the first conditional moment of the highest logarithmically transformed data. 
We propose a new estimator for thc tail index based on the ratio of the second to 
the first conditional moment. This estimator has a smaller bias than the Hill 
estimator. We provide simulation results that demonstrate a sizable reduction in 
bias when a is large, while the MSE is moderated as well. The new estimator is 
applied to stock return data in order to resolve a long standing issue in economics. 
Copyright 0 1996 by Marcel Ikkkcr, Jnc. 
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where the XI,,, are the descending order statistics, Xl,,, > X ,,.,, > X ,,,, > .. . from 
a sample X,, X,, .. . , X,, and where n > nl > 1. For some distributions, e.g. the 
n. . - L -  A:.L..:L..*:-. .  ,:.. . . . , . ' - I .  1- 
T ~ I C L U  U I ~ L I K J U L I U I I  (111 WILILII U =  O j  the Hiii esiirriaior is uihiased and consistent, 
but for bi. 0 the Hill estimator is biased and may be inconsistent, depending on the 
rate at which m - - as n - -. in f x t  Hal! (1982) showed that the asymptotic MSF 
is minimized if the bias squared and variance vanish at the same rate. Moreover, 
Hall and Welsh (1984) show that this rate is the best attainable rate. This implies 
that other estimators may differ from the Hill estimator only with respect to the 
constant factor in the asymptotic MSE. 
What is the bias in the Hill estimator? Let s be some large threshold, and 
suppose that all order statistics which exceed s are used to calculate y .  Using (1.2) 
and (1.3), the mean of the Hill estimator can then be calculated as: 
see Goldie and Smith (1987). From (1.41 the bias is easily isolated. Simulation 
resu!ts reported beiow suggest that C!e bias in the Hi!! estimakr car, be 
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considerable. especialiy fcr values of a !arger than 2. However, since for financial 
data there are numerous reported estimates of a greater than 2 ,  but usualiy iess 
than 4 or 5 i t  is of interest to examine <he properties of <fie Hiii rsrimaior fm 
dist;:Sutinns wit!: a in this range, and to see i f  an alternative estimator might 
ontperfornl the Hill esiirnatnr in these situations. 
2 .  AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE HILL ESTIMATOR 
As an alternative for the Hill estimator, we first considered a moment 
estimator, which conditions on a high threshold vaiue s, and takes into account thc 
recfifid cider term rhal - cives the bias in !he Hill esrimaior. Assume the second 
. . 
a;der ax;?x-s:o:: 12 (1.1) is exact Then the conditional moments of the log 
irilnaforiiied data arc 
::ad the empiricai conditional moments may be calcuiated from: 
Equating ( 2 . 2 )  ro (2.2) for k = ! ,t and 3, one can solve uui for a .  E . and G in 
terms of 5 ('1, rii (2) and 15 ( 3 ) ,  Unfortunately, unpublished simulations showed 
that this exact moment estimator is numerically quite unstable even for large data 
sets (such as 11 = lo5). 
The formuia (2.1) for the conditional moments, however, suggests an 
alternative moment estimator. Note that in equation (2.1) the second term has the 
,same sign for all k. Thus the bias rerm in (1.4) is directly reiated to the second 
term in (2.1) for k = 1, but also for k > 1. In particular for k = ! ,2 we have 
1 E [log (Xi / S) I Xi 2 S] = ------- - + --- I I (:;I] l + b C B  
and the second co~iciiiional moment is given by 
2 bs - p  E [log (Xi I s ) ~  / X, > S] = ------ - + --- 
l+bs-p[:2 
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711 D4YIELSSON JAKSEN.  4 N D  DE VRIES 
Taking conditional expectations in i 1 .3'1 i t  folious that the first cond~tional moment 
(2.3) is just the conditional expectation of rile k i d !  estimator, and [hat the second 
ierm in (2.4j  goes in the saine direciim as ihe bias ;erm ii1 (2.3;.  Also, in tile 
expression for the second conditional morcent. the first term is l i n  squared. The 
idea is then to use the ratio of the two empirical nloments to estinxte !/a. The 
niornents ratii! escilnaror (ME) is defined as 
For e x a m ~ l e .  MREl will be the ratio of the second conditional moment to the first. 
Iiil O r -, i 
'I';ci<lng s - cn i , \ '"p as 11 - =, bee Gokiie ;lii(i Srnirh (i987); one finds friar 
From (2.6j the asymprotic bias for j = 1 is as r'oiiows 
Comparing f ie  bias part in (i .3', of iiit: Hiii esiimaior to ihc bias (2.7) of 11;s 
MRE,, it is straightforward to show that the MRE, has a lower asymptotic squarcd 
bias in comparison with the Hill estiniator when evaluated at the same threshold. 
But the convergence rates arc st111 the same, see Haii and Welsh (i984j. in  fact 
Danielsson et a1 (1994) and De Haan and Peng (1994) show that if a > j3, the 
MRE, has lower bias and MSE than the Hill estimator when both are evaluated at 
their respective MSE minimizing thresholds. 
3 .  MONTE CARLO RESULTS 
T o  investigate the finite sample properties of the estimators (2 .5) ,  we set 
up a Monte Carlo experiment. We simulated with a stable distribution for which 
a = 0,s and with student-t distributions with i ,  2, 3, 4, and 5 degrees of freedom 
(and recall a is equal to these degrees of freedom for the student-t distributions). 
The sirnulation involved 50,000 observatio~is for each run, with 500 replications. 
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h 'c  :,;ii.ieii tfir: liiilnbcr of order statistics used to calcuiarc our cstirit,~re\ , i f  a t'i.oi11 
i:h ,ji ;flc s;ililp)c i t l  1=j:;,> ijf .,2Lnlpic, in c ~ j i ~ 5 ~ ~ c i ' i ~ ~ t ; , - i  of ~,r-,~,,.: i'uuu, % : ~ ,  ,.- !:::~:r uuu. 
,.;i:Ibc!!;c> if !  :flc g)h!y; h&>W q(>s : i : lC  fe:~!:> f<>? ,3 :? , 1 c; 2 c; ? y . 5 c; 
and 1OL4 :)I tlic wnpie .  For each sepiicarion we conipuieil i!iz bias i i r x i  i i i ~  3:iik. 
We also ran these same sirnuiations using 200,000 observ:itions for c x h  i-uii ii/it!i 
csscnrially the S;li:iL' resulls. Simulations willi 6,000 i~hie~-vntiiji~s i l i ?  i i x  iiiii 
estimator only are reported in Jansen and de Vrics (199ij. 
In T:ih!e ! we rcpcrt the bias w ~ ? h  respect to CI (2nd not i t s  inverse y i  as 
decimal piaces. Stxtiiig lhc discussion with ihe Iiiii sraristic, h e r e  arc iwo  tilings 
Pc: notice. Firs!, t!x  hi^ can be snisra~~riai ,  cspeciaily hl- the higher ir islu;~, 2nd 
is negative. The downward bias follows directly from the fact that tlic parameter 
b in the expansion of the student-t density is negative (kt - -a2(a + i)/i2(a +2j] j .  
rr.1- . . . . hc;o:lJ pi;iii; t~ : ~ : ; 2 2  ti;:: PyTsE 3 [ J  si::i,nwJ fu!yric;.;;; or :pt> . . . . :::::n;7C:. - .- - . 
<if order sta:istics. This is 2 direc; in:p!icz!i~~~ of fflco!.i.rl; 2 iii [f;iii i,i982;). 
~- lurniIlg towards [he ?"IRE ssiimaicjib, the same obscr~i.aiions haid, 2.;~ &:ere are 
scjfiie iii;c;es:;;;g d:t!e:ences as ~#e!l. 
In order is compare titt: dlffecent estimators, we %,cuy on :he ::::%he: ~f 
order stal~stics that minimize the respective MSE's. For example, i f  a - 2 ,  :he 
Hi!! statistic has minimal MSE at 2% of the data, while MRE, has minimal MSE 
at 3 %  of the data. At both of these thresholds the MRE, has the lowcr bias 
squarcd, cf. the discussion following eqmtlon (2.7) above Rut it is also the case 
that when both estimators are evaluated at their optimal threshold (in the MSE 
sense), the MRE, produces the lower bias (and a iower MSE as well fu r  values of 
n above i j .  Tilis is a general pat:c;fi. A!s= ::ore [h::i MRE, 2:d MKE- 1 ncrfnmm 
worse than MRE, in the MSE sense, but can perform better (at the same threshold 
level) in reducing the size o f  the bias. This issue is further. discussed in lhnieisson 
et a1 (1994). 
Table 2 gives some information on the shape of the sample distribution of  
the Hill and MRE, estimators when the underlying population is student-t with 2 
degrees of freedom. The I l i l l  estimator was calculated using it 2 %  threshold, 
while MIIE, was calculated using a 3% threshold. The bias is evident, as is the 
lack of skewness or kurtosis. The quantiles evidence the symmetry o f  the 
distribution. 
Finally, in Table 3 we provide a s~nal i  example applying these estimators 
to 2004 monthiy observations on the U.S. stock iiiarkei ifidex cvi;;piie:! by Schwcrt 
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(1989), and augmented with data from the CRSP dataset. The sample runs from 
January 1826 ti~rougll Decenber 1992. The first column reporh the number of 
lowest order statistics that are used in computing the estimates. We iook orily a i  
the lower tai! of the di.;tr-ihution of returns, defined as the differences of natural 
logs of the stock index. Prior work by Jansen and de V r ~ e s  (1991) and i,oretan 
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TAllLE I .  (Continued) Sin~ulation Results 
Studrnr I Disiributio~i ! a  =i) 
and Phillips (1994) using the Hill estimator suggests that a lies between 2 and 5,  
and that point estimates are close to 3. Fur a long time economists have debated 
the finiteness o f  the second moment, and more recently of the fourth moment. 
Thus removing possible bias in the a-estimates is important. Our siri~ularion 
resu!ts suggest wing 5 %  of the sample for the Hill estimator when a is 3 and the 
distribution of returns is student-t. For the MRE, estimator our simulation 
suggests using order statistics comprising 1 % of the sample, while for MKE, <he 
simulation suggests using 3 %  of the sample, and 5 %  for MRE,. Thus we 
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TABLE 2. Simt11'1ted Distribution of & from Student t ( a  = 2 )  
TABLE 3 ,  Estimates of a for the Lower Tail of Stock Returns 
2004 monthiy observations on U.3 ,  stock market index, 1826.01 - 1992.12. 
calculated the various estimators for 10, 20, 40, 60, and 100 order statistics. Our 
estimates of a are reported in Table 3. Notice that the Hill estimator is 2.881 
using 10 order sratistics. and only varies between 2.416 and 2.881 as we increase 
the nuriiber of order statisties from 1U to 100. For the MRE, estimator using 20 
order statistics. our estimate of a is 3.517, and the estimate falls from 4.762 to 
2.795 as we increase the order srarisrics from i O  to IOU. For ?VIP.& iiie esiimaie 
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Ti, i.i>,n,i.j!!!!i:. i t  1s known rhni i i ie iiiii (c;; firs[ cijndiii:jiial mijmciir) 
.. . 
eriirnatoi. c a c  he severely biased. W e  have inrroduccd a novei esiiiiiatcii basid an 
t!x ratio of the second to the first conditional moment that lessens this bias. 
Simulations o n  the srudent-t mocirl coilfirm this, and also show an i~npr:)veri~ent ir! 
ienns cii M S t .  Ai; ;ippiicati::n to  econornic dats was provided, 1:iitui.c work will 
h:ive to k ~ s s  on ! s u e  of choosing rhr: apiiina; riui-iiiiei \if order statistics 
empirically, and  providing a fuller co~nparison of the properties o f  the Hil l  
estimator and the MIIB's.  
I >e auchors thank a referee f(ii constmctivc coi;ii;;efi:s. D::nie!ssor? and 
Jansen thank the Tinbergen Institute for its hospitality and Jailsen thanks the 
Private Enterprise Research Center at 'Texas A Xc M for  research support. 
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